For Apple App Store:
When you order the *iCountBetter*, *iSpellBetter* or *iReadBetter* app, or purchase added features from within the apps, Apple facilitates your transaction by directly collecting your Apple ID username and password and, where applicable, payment account information. Apple does not share that information with the Bronx Charter School for Better Learning (BBL).

In compliance with the requirements of the Children Online Privacy Protection Act, BBL does not knowingly collect personal information from children under the age of 13.

BBL may disclose information it does collect to the extent (i) BBL is required to do so by law, (ii) in response to legal process, (iii) to law enforcement authorities or other government officials, or (iv) when BBL believes disclosure is necessary or appropriate to prevent physical harm or financial loss or in connection with an investigation of suspected or actual illegal activity.

Contact moreinfo@bronxbetterlearning.org with privacy notice questions or for support in using the apps.

For Google Play:
When you order the *iCountBetter*, *iSpellBetter* or *iReadBetter* app, or purchase added features from within the apps, Google facilitates your transaction by directly collecting personal information relevant to your purchase: for example, ID username and password and, where applicable, payment account information. Google does not share that information with the Bronx Charter School for Better Learning (BBL).

In compliance with the requirements of the Children Online Privacy Protection Act, BBL does not knowingly collect personal information from children under the age of 13.

BBL may disclose information it does collect to the extent (i) BBL is required to do so by law, (ii) in response to legal process, (iii) to law enforcement authorities or other government officials, or (iv) when BBL believes disclosure is necessary or appropriate to prevent physical harm or financial loss or in connection with an investigation of suspected or actual illegal activity.

Contact moreinfo@bronxbetterlearning.org with privacy notice questions or for support in using the apps.